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unformed, but I can describe how it 1s done at University 
of W~sconsin, where I was trained. They do  a little 
introduction to manuscripts in the initlal Old English 
course, and some discussion of editing and pronuncia- 
tion Issues in the Chaucer course. W e  also had 
occasional readings from manuscript facsimiles in the 
weekly Old Engllsh reading group. Then there was a 
onesemester catch-all course, in which we learned basic 
"medievalist skills.The course was required before 
prelims, and the professor, Sherry Reames, took a course 
overload at least once when I was there, because fhe 
class did not always have enough students for the 
University to count it. One semester hardly qual~fies me 
as an editor, of course, but I did learn what would be 
entailed if I did want to be one. . . .At any rate, some 
of you from older, more rigorous traditions might justifi- 
ably scoff (when did Harvard stop making people 
translate things back and forth between Old and Middle . 
English?), but I don't feel particularly untrained, though 
textual scholarship is not my main interest." (Ladd) 

I'm sure Ladd is not untrained. And I'm aware my own back- 
ground puts me quarely on h e  oher side of his divide. I had 
he be& of stdying wih  George Kane, Mdodm Parkes, 

- Jeanne Krochalis, David Dvrnville, and David Ganz; I can never 
ignore the i iwe of texiual competence, bough there were times 
when I wished I could have. I know that students trained today 
hove a better grounding in criticul theory than I had, and that 
hey b m  in dasses the cultural a d  saiqditiml penpedivs 
hat I've had to leam by my own efForh over the yean. 
Obviously, h e  are tradeoh. But all hree of h e  voices I quoted 
before wony me a great deal-ihe courses disappear, he 
cdleciguar have not been +, the subjects get a fBW 

' mentions in a dass, one faculty member tuns a workshop as an1 
&. b me his paink'a picture of hndanental M e d g e  
being undermined. The quesiion is, can we do something &t 
his? Con we find ways to reintroduce these nifwkenihoenby 
tods into our tweniy-first century classrooms? 

My answer is yes, and what follows will demonstrate several 
"nineteenth-century" textual manipulation exercises that can 
be productively used in a classroom-be it a classroom 
devoted to medieval literature, to a general survey, to a liter- 
ary theory class, or to an introduction to literary studies 
classroom. Most of the tools are low-tech indeed, and could 
be duplicated using handouts instead of the web page I regu- 
larly use (http://faculty.winthrop.edu/kosteri/sema~~~~. 
htm). I'm offering these as an inspiration to all of us to chal- 
lenge ourselves and our students to recover some sense of 
what it means to use an edited text-a lesson that i s  as valu- 
able to the postmodernist as it is to the medievalist. What I 
hope this might begin i s  an exchange of ideas of other ways 
we can achieve these ends, and perhaps eventually a web 
page, listserv, or even publication of such resources for other 
instructors to use. 

The first exercise gives simple practice in learning how to 
recognize medieval letter forms, using xeroxed pages from 
Jean Preston and Laetitia Yeandle'r English Handwriting 1400- 
1650. This can be assigned as homework or done in class; 
students simply have to prepare a transcription of the first 
folio of the Princeton manuscript of The Miroor of the blessede 
lyfofihesus cyst (Preston 8-9) and check it against the printed 
transcription to see what letters they don't recognize (Figure 
1). In class, I usually assign students to do this in teams; they 
can help each oher. If I am in the computer-equipped class- 
room, I sometimes improvise with this exercise, showing 
students how to cut and paste lefterr out of the image, and 

t sometimes spelling their names; sometimes I show them 
Thorlac Turville-Petre's clever insertion of his own name as the 
scribe of Piers plowmm (Figure 2) as a way of showing what 

! you can do with a good ~ h o t o  editor. 
I 
t Students love this exercise-they tell stories of sitting in dorm 

lounges working on transcriptions with their friends hanging 
over their shoulders to see what they're doing. (If time 
permik, you can do more to teach medieval letter forms using 
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programs like Bernard Muir's Dudvs.) 1 usually combine this 
exercise with hands-on contact with examples from my 
personal collection of manuscript leaves as a way of intro- 
ducing material culture. 

The second exercise in textual manipulation is called "Is the 
catalog right?" and uses a reproduction of one of the flyleaves 
of a Wycliffite New Testament at the Universiv of Pennsylvania 
(Figure 3). The text is one dear to my heart, as it formed the 
subject of my master's thesis, but I value it more for its peda- 
gogical value than its intrinsic literary merit, which is nil. 

Fig. 3 

According to Zacour and Hirsch's Catalogue of the 
Manuscripk in the Univenify of Pennsylvania libraries to 7 800, 
the page contains "miscellaneous sermon notes" (Zacour 50). 
I ask students to transcribe the manuscript and think about 
whether or not the cataloguers are correct; then I ask them to 
look at an edited version that makes clear that the text is, in 
fact, a rhymed collection of moral verses, and reconsider their 
answers. The first eight lines of the text read 
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Whanne bou art stered to don amys, bihold Pi silf & 
benk on bi[s]: 

Bihold wher of bu art wrou3t & se bi lenyng what it is 

Seie & sorwe weel bou mou3t, and morne for bi dedis 
mys. 

Naked heder were bou brou3t; so schalt bou hennes 
wende, y wis 

Whane bu art mys mewed in bi bou3t , bi hold bi silf 
and 'penk on bis: 

Bihold what god hob don for be , and se his good- 

nesse what it is: 
To die wib deel uppon a tre for to bryng be to his blis. 

It was gret loue, so binke'p me, so sore to suffre for ser 
want his. 

[Koster 30) 

It usually amazes students that editors of a major 
university's catalogue could mistake a poem for sermon 
notes, and we discuss how both an editor's expecta- 
tions of what might be recorded on a ~ible's flyleaves 
and the unfortunate effects that fading and cropping a 
manuscript to fit into an Elizabethan binding may have. 
If the editors had taken the time to decipher the entire 
text, they wouldn't have described i t  this way-but they 
did not take the time to create such an edition; no one 
did until a graduate student needed a master's thesis 
subject. The exercise makes students reflect, first, on 
what it takes to edit the text of a poem that exists only 
in one damaged manuscript and what layers an editor 
puts onto a text to bring i t  into a "print1' form. And 
second, this exercise challenges students to consider 
what the strengths and limitations of published descrip- 
tions are. If one had not seen the manuscript, but only 
the catalog description, would one know to ask ques- 
tions about it? 

The third exercise i s  called "Can I trust my textbook?" 
For this activity, I have students look at the end to the 
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Parson's Prologue of the Canterbury Tales (X 67-74) in a 
standard text and compare i t  to the manuscript, using 

Hengwrt and Ellesmere as reference points. The lines 
in most editions read 

Oure Hoost hadde the worders for us alle; 
"Sire preest," quod he, "now faire yow bifalle! 

Telleth," quod he, "youre meditacioun. 
But hasteth yow; the sonne wole adoun; 

Beth fructuous, and that in litel space, 

And to do we1 God sende yow his grace! 
Sey what yow list, and we wol gladly here." 
And with that word he seyde in this manere. 

What students find, to their consternation, is  that the order of 
lines in the nauthoribtiven print versions do not correspond to 
the order of h e  text in the manuscripts that scholars 
consider closest to Chaucefs own working papers, as you 

I can see in the facsimile of the Hengwrt manuscript (Ruggiers 
: 936), where lines 73-74 appear immediately after lines 67- 
f 68. The Hengwrt ordering of lines appears in the Ellesmere 
S manuscript as well (Woodward 206v). 
1. 

Students are usually shocked, even incensed, to see 
that editors have "changedThaucer, and more so fhat 

, the explanatory notes in the texts rarely i f  ever give a 
justification for the change. (In fact, if they have only 
the paperback edition of the Canterbury Tales in the 

1 Riverside edition, they have no textual notes at all; they 
1 are not included in the soft-cover version.) Most 

students agree that the change significantly alters the 
interpretation of the entrance into the Panon's TaleI since 
the print versions make it appear as if the last words of 
poetry in Chaucer's masterwork emphasize obedient 
listening rather than transcendent grace. Not only in 

t medieval literature classes but in general literature 
I survey classes as well, such exercises make students 
ic focus on the act of interpretation, and how the text they 

i 
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see in the Norton Anthology or Riverside Chaucer or who t- 
ever text is a construction that mingles authorial and 
editorial choices and not some writ of Scripture. 

The final textual manipulation exercise is called "What i s  my 
critical stance based on?" and is  designed primarily for 
upper-division undergraduates and graduate students. In it, I 
ask students to lwk at a very important passage from the 
Wife of B d ' s  Prologue (I11 605-614), where she uses 
medieval science and astrology to explain the nature of her ' 

physical desires. In Hengwrt fol. 65v (Ruggiers 257), the 
passage reads as follows: 

And trewely / as myne housbondes tolde me 
I hadde the beste quonyam myghte be 
Myn ascendent was Taur / and Mars ther lnne 
Allas o Allas / that evere loue was synne 
I folwed ay my lnclinacioun 
By vertu of my constellacioun 
That made me / I koude noght withdrawe 
My chambre of Venus / from a good felawe 

But in Ellemere Ms. -69 r-v and most print editions, we find 

. And trewely / as myn housbondes tolde me 
I hadde the beste Quonyam myghte be [page break in 

manuscript] 
For certes I am a1 Venerien is 
In feelynge / and myn herte A Marcien 
Venus me yaf my lust / my likerousnesse 
And Mars yaf me / my sturdy hard~nesse 
Myn Ascendent was Taur and Mars therinne 
Allas / Allas / -at euere loue was synne 
I folwed ay myn lnclinac~oun 
By vertu of my constellacioun 
That made me / I koude noght withdrawe 
My chambre of Venus / from a good felawe 

(Woodward 69 rv). I 
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This is  a conundrum indeed, since Hengwrt and Ellesmere 
were copied within a Few years of each other, presumably by 
the same scribe and from similar exemplars (Parkes & Doyle; 
Adams; Duggan). No common paleographical mistake can 
account for the contraction or expansion. So what is the 
authority for the four additional lines in Ellesmere? 

In this exercise, my students and I look at the facsimiles of the 
manuscripts, then discuss how editors represent the four 
inserted lines that may or may not be Chaucer's and consider 
what it means to claim that an author wrote particular lines. 
We talk about the ethical responsibilities of editors to repre- 
sent a textual situation (one parallel case we often discuss is 
which ending of Great W d i a u  an editor might print), 
and then move on to a critic's responsibilities. Students are 
assigned to read contemporary articles, especially those 
using feminist and queer theory, to look at how these possi- 
bly inauthentic lines are used to interpret Chaucer's purposes. 

; This exercise challenges students to think about the quality of 
, evidence a critic uses, and the critic's responsibility for 
! providing readers with enough evidence to iudge the validity 
i of a critical position. 
i 

I None of these exercises, of course, solves all the problems 
j our students struggle with in learning to interpret medieval 
'. texts. They are not a 'fix" for the growing problem of lack 
' of preparation in the tools of our trade, nor do they alone O \ assure that young medievalists are adequately grounded in 

! the complexities of editorial practice. But they are ways 
that we as teachers can get our students to understand that 

. they need textual competence, and not only when looking 
t at medieval works. They can help to develop a healthy 

skepticism about the authori i~ of print editions. perhaps 
, the lessons learned will remain with them dhen they in turn 
: become our younger colleagues looking at curricula and 
- the needs of their own students. And perhaps then it will 
: not become as necessary to reinvent the wheel and redis- 

E cover the traditions of textual scholarship that were so 
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painstakingly laid out over the last two centuries. To para- 
phrase Wordsworth's Prelude, "What we have learned, 
others will learn, and we will teach them how." 

Winthrop Universiiy 
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Gamaliel, Twelfth-Century 
Christian Scholars, and the 
Attribution of the Talmud 

Frans van Liere 

he knowledge of Hebrew among Christian authors 
before 1150 was almost nil. But in the twelfth 
century, scholars such as Abelard, Hugh of St 

Victor, and his pupil Andrew, began to stress the importance of 
knowing Hebrew for exegetical purposes. As their interest in 
Hebrew grew, so did their acquaintance with Jewish sources, 
although the contents of these were available to Christian schol- 
ars at first only by hearsay; Christian scholars had to rely on 
Jewish spokesmen for information about Jewish exegesis. One 
source that now regularly started to surface in Christian 
commentaries that quoted the Jewish exegesis of Scripture was 
the Talmud, even though it is not clear whether Christians had 
actually formed a notion of the form and content of this impor- 
tant rabbinical source. With one known exception, Christian 
authors until around 1200 never mentioned the Talmud by 
name.' What we often find instead, is the name "Gamaliel", 
whom Christians apparently took to be the author of the Talmud. 

! 
Who was this Gamaliel, and why was he credited with the 

I authorship of the Talmud? The Encyclopaedia Judoica states that h Rabbi ~amal ie l  the Elder (not to be confused with his more 
influential grandson, Gamaliel II, of Jabneh) lived in the first 

. half of the first century, was president of the Spnhedrin, proba- 
; bly had ties with the royal family, and was respected for his 
' decisions in Jewish law, which have been preserved in the ! Talmud.' He is mentioned in the New Testament: the book of 

Acts suggests that he was tolerant towards the early Jewish- 
Christian communiiy in Jerusalem, and that he was also the 


